Apparatus for forming a guide channel in a plastic sliding surface of a ski. Means are provided to move the ski in its longitudinal direction to bring the plastic sliding surface into contact with a cutter which is fixed with respect to the longitudinal direction of movement of the ski. The cutter is shaped to correspond to the cross-section of the channel to be formed, and means are provided for obtaining relative movement of the cutter and the ski in a direction normal to the longitudinal direction of the ski so as to control the depth of the channel formed in the sliding surface.

11 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures
APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF GUIDE CHANNELS OF SKIS

Guide channels in skis previously have been produced by milling cutters. Usually, rotating cutters having two or four cutting edges, as well as end-milling cutters have been used. However, particularly with plastic sliding surfaces, such techniques produced the disadvantage of so-called chatter marks on the surface of the channels. These chatter marks were small waves, and in order to remove them it was necessary to abrade the channels in a second working run, which usually had to be done by hand.

The purpose of the invention to avoid these disadvantages. The inventive process for producing a guide channel in plastic sliding surfaces of skis essentially consists in cutting the guide channel by a single cutting, the cross-section of which corresponds to the cross-section of the channel. It has been provided that in this way an entirely smooth channel can be produced, which, without reworking by abrading, is at least as smooth as a channel subsequently abraded. By removing the material from the channel in one single cutting, not only is the production process shortened, but because the relatively large cross-section of the cutting, a much smoother cut is achieved than by removing the material in several cuttings. Thus, apart from the advantages of a more simple and faster production process, a guide channel produced according to the inventive process is, with regard to the quality of its surface, superior to a milled and subsequently abraded guide channel.

The inventive apparatus for performing this process is essentially characterized in that the cutter is immovably arranged with respect to the direction of the cut, that the front of the cutter corresponds to the cross-section of the channel, and that the ski is slideably supported in its longitudinal direction. Because of the fact that the cutter isstationaryly arranged with respect to the direction of the cut while the ski is performing the mechanical movement, a rigid position of the cutter is guaranteed without particular constructional cast, so that any vibration causing an unsmooth cut is avoided with certainty. Such a simple construction lies in the fact that the ski is pressed by at least one resiliently supported feed roller against a controlling device cooperating with the sliding surface of the ski or with a form connected to the ski, said controlling device determining the cutting depth of the cutter. Thus, by rigidly arranging the cutter in respect of the cutting direction, and by moving the ski in its longitudinal direction, there is also in mass production the advantage that one ski after the other can be conveyed to the cutter in longitudinal direction, the cutter maintaining its position.

According to the invention, the controlling device may be a distance roller, the axis of which is rigidly connected to the cutter. If, for instance, this distance roller rolls along the sliding surface of the ski, the depth of the guide channel is precisely determined thereby. The ski is arched in longitudinal direction thereof and such a distance roll, therefore, provides a correct course for the guide channel anywhere along the length of the ski. At the beginning and the end of the ski the guide channel should be less deep and the base of the guide channel should merge gradually into the sliding surface. According to the invention, this can be advantageously achieved when using a distance roller the axis of which is rigidly fixed to the cutter, by controlling the beginning and the ending of the guide channel by employing wedge-shaped supports on the sliding surface of the ski.

But it is possible, too, to movably support the cutter relative to the controlling device to which the ski is pressed by the feed roller (or feed rollers), vertically with respect to the sliding surface of the ski or to the cutting direction to thereby control the cutting depth of the cutter according to the desired channel depth. In this case, the cutter also remains stationary in respect to the cutting direction and is only withdrawn relative to the controlling device cooperating with the sliding surface of the ski, in order to provide a shallow portion of the channel on both ends of the ski.

In the drawing, the invention is schematically illustrated by way of several embodiments. FIG. 1 illustrates the ski and the cutter in operating position. FIG. 2 illustrates a variation in which the cutter is resiliently supported. FIG. 3 illustrates a variation in which the ski is resiliently supported. FIG. 4 shows an embodiment in which the cutter is movable relative to the controlling device. FIG. 5 shows the blade angle and the cutting angle of the blade on a larger scale.

As is shown in FIG. 1, the cutter 1 is stationarily arranged while ski 2 is moved in the direction of arrow 3. In the arrangement according to FIG. 2, the cutterholder 4 is movably guided in a controlling device 5, in a vertical direction with respect to the sliding surface of the ski, and the cutter is pressed against ski 2 by a spring 7. The distance between cutter 1 and ski 2 is determined by a distance roller 9 which is rotatably arranged about an axis 8 on the cutter holder 4, in the manner of a wheel. This distance roller 9 rolls along the sliding surface of the ski. Consequently, the depth of the channel 10 is determined. The material of the channel 10 is removed in a single cutting 11.

The distance roller 9 guarantees uniform depth of the channel. At the beginning 12 of the ski and at the ending 13, the guide channel 10 is designed to be more shallow and to merge into the sliding surface. This is achieved by wedge-shaped supports on the sliding surface of the ski, indicated by reference numerals 14 and 15.

In the arrangement according to FIG. 3, the ski 2 is held by a fixing device 16 and is moved by feed rollers 17, which may have a rubber tread in order to increase friction, in longitudinal direction past the stationary cutter 1, the cutter removing a cutting corresponding to the cross-section of channel 10. Here, the cutter holder 18 is stationarily and rigidly supported on a supporting pin 19 which simultaneously forms the axis for the distance roller 9. The axes 20 of the feed rollers 17 are resiliently supported on their support 21 and are resiliently pressed in the direction of arrow 22. The fixing device 16 with the ski 2 is thereby movably supported in transverse direction, i.e., in direction of arrow 22, and is pressed against the distance roller 9 in the direction of arrow 22 by the resiliently supported feed rollers 17. In this case, the arrangement is such that the ski 2 with the fixing device 16 are resiliently pressed against the cutter 1, the depth of the cut being determined by distance roller 9 rolling along the sliding surface 6 of the ski.
In the arrangement according to FIG. 4 the controlling device cooperating with the sliding surface 6 of the ski 2 is formed by a support or a table 23 against which the ski is pressed by a feed roller 17. This feed roller 17 is mounted to a lever 24 biased by a spring 25. Additional feed rollers 29 and 30 can also be provided. In this case, the feed rollers 17, 29 and 30 cooperate directly with the surface of the ski 2.

The cutter 1 projects through an aperture 26 of the support 23 and is fixed to the cutter holder 27 which can be moved in a guide 28 vertically with respect to the cutting direction or vertically with respect to the sliding surface 6 of the ski. In the lower part of the cutter holder 27 a piston 31 is provided which is moved within the cylinder 32. The highest position of the cutter 1, and thus the greatest cutting depth, is determined by a stop 33 which is adjustable in a slotted hole 34 within the cutter holder 27. The cylinder 32 is a pneumatic or a hydraulic cylinder, the working chambers 35 and 36 being filled with a gaseous or a liquid pressure medium. Thus, the cutter 1 may be withdrawn in order to make the channel depth variable by a controlling means indicated as 37.

It has been determined that a special advantage is achieved if the blade angle, alpha, of the cutter is 90° to 95° and the cutting angle, beta, is 4° to 10°. The blade angle, alpha, and the cutting angle of the blade, beta, are shown symbolically in enlarged scale in FIG. 5.

What we claim is:

1. Apparatus for forming a guide channel in a plastic sliding surface of a ski, comprising:
   - a cutter shaped to correspond to the cross-section of the channel to be formed;
   - means for moving said ski in its longitudinal direction to bring the plastic sliding surface into contact with said cutter;
   - means for maintaining the cutter immovable with respect to the longitudinal direction of movement of said ski; and
   - means for obtaining relative movement of said cutter and the ski in a direction normal to the longitudinal direction of the ski during contact of the cutter with the plastic sliding surface so as to control the depth of the channel formed in said surface.

2. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the blade angle of the cutter is in the range of 90° to 95° and the cutting angle of the blade is in the range of 4° to 10°.

3. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the means for obtaining said relative movement of the cutter and the ski comprises at least one roller mounted on support means to which said cutter is attached, said roller engaging the sliding surface of said ski and wedge-shape devices attached to the sliding surface, to thereby vary the depth of the channel.

4. Apparatus as set forth in claim 3, wherein the blade angle of the cutter is in the range of 90° to 95° and the cutting angle of the blade is in the range of 4° to 10°.

5. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the means for moving said ski in its longitudinal direction comprises at least one resiliently supported feed roller which presses the ski towards said cutter, said apparatus further comprising at least one additional roller mounted on support means to which said cutter is attached, said additional roller controlling the maximum depth of said channel when the resiliently supported feed roller presses the sliding surface of the ski into engagement with said additional roller.

6. Apparatus as set forth in claim 5, wherein the blade angle of the cutter is in the range of 90° to 95° and the cutting angle of the blade is in the range of 4° to 10°.

7. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the means for obtaining said relative movement of the cutter and the ski comprises a fluid control device joined to said cutter and selectively operable to adjust the position of the cutter with respect to the sliding surface to thereby vary the depth of the channel.

8. Apparatus as set forth in claim 7, wherein the blade angle of the cutter is in the range of 90° to 95° and the cutting angle of the blade is in the range of 4° to 10°.

9. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein the means for moving said ski in its longitudinal direction comprises at least one resiliently supported feed roller which presses said ski against means for slidably supporting the ski, the latter means having an aperture therein through which said cutter projects to contact the plastic sliding surface.

10. Apparatus as set forth in claim 9, wherein the means for obtaining said relative movement of the cutter and the ski comprises a fluid control device joined to said cutter and selectively operable to adjust the position of the cutter with respect to the sliding surface to thereby vary the depth of the channel.

11. Apparatus as set forth in claim 10, wherein the blade angle of the cutter is in the range of 90° to 95° and the cutting angle of the blade is in the range of 4° to 10°.
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